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Evangelism Using the Internet and Artificial Intelligence
“And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world as a testimony to
all nations, and then the end welcome.”(Mathew 24:14)
Jerusalem Sugisawa Director
Thank you very much for your precious prayers and monetary donations for our work.
Evident signs of Our Lord’s Second Coming are seen not only in Japan but all around
the world, such as the eruption of Kusatsu Shirane Mountain in Gumma Prefecture, the
earthquake of the intensity 6 lower which hit the southern part of Osaka, and
consecutive days of scorching heat. We have started to hear very clearly the footsteps of
the Age of Revelation.
Jesus commands us to preach the Good News to All nations through the Great
Commission given to His disciples. The amazingly fast popularization of SNS such as
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Line has made it an indispensable means of
communication and information gathering for all generations. Today there exist many
who depend solely on SNS for communication and information gathering. We need to
push forward the preaching of the Good News using SNS effectively as a weapon of
Evangelism as we head for Our Lord's Second Coming. Today, the world's focus is on
the latest technology, artificial intelligence (AI). Represented by the AI robot, its use
has spread rapidly in numerous fields such as safety management, medical equipment,
medical and nursing care. Time and again it has been said through prophecy that the
introduction of AI will become essential for our church work and Evangelism together
with the Internet in the days to come.
We have entered an age when artificial intelligence is used together with the Internet
for Evangelism. They will break down various walls which prevent the worldwide
Evangelism such as languages, and will become mighty weapons for the full-swing
Evangelism in the Latter Rain and the End-Time Revival together with the gifts of the
Holy Spirit. When we try to obey the Great Commandment, the Lord himself will do
His work and accomplish His promise if we thoroughly obey Him correctly.

